Settlers of Catan
2 Player Setup

1. Remove one each Fields, Forest, Pasture and Mountain hex tiles. Remove the Desert hex tile.

2. Shuffle the remaining tiles and place as shown in the following order:

3. Shuffle all the harbor tiles and place 6 as shown. Discard the remaining harbor tiles.

4. Fill in the gaps with ocean tiles. The Mayfair set comes with an extra ocean tile. If you don’t have an extra ocean tile, use one of the remaining harbor tiles so that the harbor faces away from the land tile.

5. Place the number markers on the board in alphabetical order, starting as shown. Note: Place B and H on the same tile as shown. Discard the P, Q and R markers.

6. The robber remains off the board until a “7” is rolled.

7. Remove 2 roads, 1 settlement and 1 city from each player’s supply.

8. Remove 3 Soldier, 2 Victory Point, 1 Road and 1 Monopoly cards from the Development deck.

9. Play the rules normally, with 10 victory points needed to win. Players may only trade with the bank and not with each other.